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AMERICHEM ANNOUNCES NEW nDuramax® UV STABILIZERS
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO (FEBRUARY 5, 2015) – Americhem Inc., a global provider of custom color and
additive solutions for the polymer and synthetic fibers industries, will debut its new nDuramax® UV stabilizers
for polymeric film products at NPE2015: The International Plastics Showcase, March 23-27, in Orlando,
Florida, at booth S24027. Expanding from its roots into other industries Americhem serves, these products
are built for outdoor exposure and come in options for PET, PE and ionomer resins.

As one of the largest producers of outdoor masterbatches in the world, Americhem will leverage its
nDuramax technologies in a multitude of industries and end uses including vinyl siding, composite decking,
synthetic turf, awning fabrics and many more.
“We offer a variety of UV stabilization grades from the least demanding to our highest-performance
offerings,” said Roger Threadgill, Americhem’s market manager for films. “All of our products are customized
for the specific customer containing the level of stability they desire. In addition, nDuramax can be combined
with color and other additives to create customized multifunctional masterbatches.”
In general, Americhem’s offerings correspond with the conditions that the products will be exposed to. From
product labeling, window films and photovoltaic films to protective, adhesive and industrial applications,
Americhem will work to design solutions taking a holistic approach to design.

To learn more about nDuramax masterbatches, visit our website www.americhem.com/nduramax or email
Scott Blanchard at sblanchard@americhem.com.
Share:
Please feel free to use the posts below to share this news on your social media channels.
Facebook
#AmerichemInc will debut its new nDuramax UV stabilizers for polymeric film products at NPE2015.
http://bit.ly/1ogmGZ7

Tweet the News
.@Americhem_Inc will debut its new nDuramax UV stabilizers for polymeric film products at #NPE2015.
http://bit.ly/1ogmGZ7
About Americhem
Americhem is a global organization that delivers custom color and additive solutions for customers seeking
superior performance and batch-to-batch consistency for their polymer products. The company specializes
in color and additive masterbatches, and single pigment dispersions, all backed by complete technical
support that ensures quality, reliability and value. Americhem operates nine manufacturing plants and also
maintains a representative sales office in Luxembourg and Monterrey, Mexico. Central Research &
Development facilities and headquarters are located in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. For more information visit
Americhem.com or call 800.228.3476.
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